
 

 

 مراجعه عامه على المنهج كله بالترتيب                                

1 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1-Manar won a prize when she (is-has been-was-was being) at primary school. 

2- I will wait until they (reduced-reduces-has reduced-reduce) the price of the phone to buy one.. 

3- What (are you doing-were you doing-did you do-you were doing) at midday yesterday? 

4- We can’t use the internet at the moment because the computer is(online-offline-inline-at line) . 

5- Mawada did not meet Ahmed (until-after-as soon as-before) she  had done homework. 

6- It is best to (sick-seek-soak-sack) the dried fish in water before you cook it. 

7- Before there were no buses, people always(walked-had walked-has walked-walk)to school. 

8- You must (move-remove-prove-improve) dirt in front of your home. 

9- You can’t talk to Khould because he (went-had gone-has gone-is going)out. 

10- Do you often(upload-download-load-take) music from the internet? 

11- Asmaa is nervous because she has(yet-just-ever-never) given a talk to the class before. 

12-Mr Reda is very(nervous-stick-district-strict) we can not talk during lesson. 

13 -Don’t be late. Or you (will-is going t- would-should) miss the first lecture. 

14- Dina(spilt-spoiled-split-annoys) her niece because she gives her a lot of money.  

15-Mai is driving very fast .I think she ( will have-is having-is going to have-has ) an accident. 

16- The teacher is going to(make-mark-degree-point) our homework tomorrow. 

17-Nadia (will be-is going to be-is-is being) fifty years next July. 

18- Rania does not like meat but we (told-persuaded-paid-suggested) her that it  is good for her! 

19- We can’t use the mobile because It( is repairing-was repairing-is being repaired) now. 

20- My mother was invited to( intend-attend-pretend-invite) the seminar at school. 

21- Many schools( will build-will be built-will have built-will have been built) by 2030. 

22- Life is a (mix-mess-mixture-moisture) of good and bad. 

23- I haven’t seen the new adventure film (just-lately-for-since) . 

24-The (irresponsible - respected - responsible – awarded) drivers do not respect traffic rules. 

25- Ahmed (had gone-went-has been -has gone) to London. And he is still there. 

26 –Nahadat Miser is the  ( library - publisher - bookshop – bookseller) of Gem series. 

27- Shreen has been really good at English (when-for-since-but) she went to England before. 

28 Arwa used a small(gadget-machine-device-instrument) to squeeze juice at home. 

29-He  (found-founded-had found-finds) the mobile which had been stolen the week before. 

30- This film is very(sensible-funny-series-serious) . I’d prefer to watch a comic film  

31- Assuit  is the city (that-where-which-what)my grandparents were born in. 

32- My mother really( apologized - appreciated - appealed –thanked)  my high marks in exam 

33- This is actor(who-that-which-whose) plays were very famous. 

34- Women have an important (role-reel-rule-roll) in society . 

35- Omar,(who-that-which-whose) sister is a scientist, always does well in the science tests. 

36- The army captain is in(charge-charged -changes-cheese) of fifty soldiers today. 

37-Niether girls nor the teacher (is-has-were-have) gone to Alex. 

38- I do not think that tree is (live-life-alive-alone) any more. All its leaves are brown. 

39- There was a party at school and (every-all-both-half) boy was given a prize. 



 

 

40- Amel arrives on time .She never (takes-breaks-makes-keeps) his promise. 

41- It is(so-such-too-enough) a big car that all the family can travel in it. 

42- We walked a really long way to get to the shop, but it was in (vein -van-vine-vain) it is closed. 

43- Ahmed thinks that soup is (too-so-such-such a )hot to drink. 

44-The (deadline- headline-headman-dead lane) of our exam is next week. 

45- The phone is (too cheap-too expensive-not expensive enough)for her to buy.  

46- People are(stressful - distressed - stress – stressed) these days due to the burden of life. 

47- The question was(sow-sew-too-so) difficult that nobody could answer it. 

48 -Using the computer for a long time (gave-give-gives-has given)me a headache. 

49- My sister is (too young-so old- old enough-such old) to go to school. She is only two. 

50 -This book has some useful (taps-tubes-tips-tabs) on how best to revise. 

51 -Manar wants to study (neither-either-both-all)English or history at university. She’s not sure. 

52- We usually take a 15-(minute-minutes-the minute-minutes’) break at a school. 

53- My mother gave(all-both-each-either) children at the party a small present. 

54- Don’t drink too much coffee or it will keep you(weak-awake-wake-asleep) at night. 

55- Our school is(a half-half a-half an-half of) hour from my house. 

56- He  wants to be a ( political - politics - politician – population) so he joined a big party. 

57- The shop,(where-that-which-whose) I visited last week, has some great souvenirs. 

58 -The palace is very( impress-impressed-impression-impressive). It has more than 30 rooms! 

59- I could not decide(which-that-what-whose) to wear to the wedding party. 

60 -Mariam would like to take( on-in-after-up) many jobs but she has no time. 

61- The explorer did not go with anyone else to Antarctica. He went(sale-sell-solo-lonely) . 

62 -( All - Both - Either – Each) money you have is not enough to buy a flat. 

63- In most countries, you need a/an (licence- license- degree- certificate)to drive a car. 

64- Nadia is enjoying her new job because (each-every-all-both)days of the week are different. 

65-Some films are not ( suitable - employable - reliable – impossible) for under-aged girls. 

66- He plays with (each-both-every-all) of  his two feet. 

67- My cousin wants to have a(mark-degree-work-licence) in law. 

68- There are two restaurants by the park ( and-or-nor-but)  neither they is very good. 

69- To find the bank, walk(a long-a head-ahead-along) this road and it is on the right. 

70- By this time tomorrow, my father(flies-would fly-will fly- will have flown) to England. 

71 -Ashraf is a bad student. He always(breaks-fellows-follows-blocks) the rules. 

72- The exam is (too easy-easy enough-so easy- such easy ) for all students to answer.  

73- So weak( Alyaa is-is Alyaa-was Alyaa- Alyaa was) that she could not lift the box . 

74- You can see Ali now because he (just left-has just left-had just left)) home. 

75- During the film all family went( sleep-asleep-sleepy-sleeping) as it is a boring film.! 

76- This bag is very heavy. I’m not strong(such-enough-too-so) to lift it! 

77-.Eman became (hope-hopeless-hopeful-hope) when she found exam easy. 

78 -The bus went  so (slow-quick-quickest-slowly) that we missed the train. 

79- Esraa hit her head and became( uncommon –unconscious – unhealthy) she can know me 

80 -This is (such-such a –so-too) an exciting book that I don’t want to stop reading it! 



 

 

81- Mariam got a job as a/an (account-accountant-carrier) in a banks she is good at figures. 

82- Ahlam (who punished-punished-was punished-punishes) by teacher, is innocent. 

83 -Mary was ill last year and had to take a lot of time( on-off-in-to). work 

84- Mawada(got-is getting-which is getting-getting) the prize is polite.. 

85- Arwa and Rehab are very (hopeful-fearful-helpful-obedient)they obey any rules. 

89-Mahommed and his wife were( helpful - separated - obeyed – together) she was trouble maker. 

90- This is the manner (to which-in which-for which-on which) you must apologized. 

91- Soheila is always very (social-sociable- socialism  -sobs) and likes to talk to everyone! 

91- Saturday is the day,(at which-in which-on which-at which) Mai was born. 

92- Parents should (increase-limit-limited-limitless) the time their sons spend before mobiles. 

93- Mariam ( had checked - has checked – checked)  the fruit carefully before she bought it. 

94-Hala’s cousin (is met-was met –will be met-is going to be met) at the station last week. 

95-Today is the tenth (antiquity - anniversary - date –university) of my marriage . 

96- Drive carefully here(why-despite-so as to- because) the road  is muddy.. 

97-The distance between Hablsa and Quesia (were-are-has- is )about 10 kilometres. 

98- Cars (are made-are making-made-make) in Europe have no customs. 

99- Drivers must stick to limit speed or the(policeman-reader-radar-careen) will picture them . 

100- Marwa (is playing-played-was playing-has played) chess last week at six o’clock. 

101-You had better not ((interrupt - interpret - break – invite) the eldery. 

102- Amira (had seen- saw-has been seeing) accident but before that she had bought a mobile. 

103- The policeman ( threatened - warned - shouted) to arrest the trouble makers at school. 

104-My mother (got-made-had-let)me to help her do the shopping this morning. 

105-Cancer is a terrible (illness-disease-ill-infection)that people of any age can get. 

106- Asmaa had  her teeth (to check-check-checked) twice a year. 

107- We got technician to( stall-insulate -isolate-install) washing machine at our house.. 

108- Wait there and I’ll(get-have-let-make) Yara to help you with those bags. 

109- ( Grave - Groove - Gravity – grieve ) makes things fall to the ground on earth. 

110- Mona spends three hours(to check-checked-checks- checking) her page on face book . 

111- This drug has (aside-beside-side-sides) effects . 

112- I didn’t like the soup without salt. I thought it was (tasted - tasty - teased – tasteless). 

113-The ships (see-can see- can be seen-will see) in distance in the ocean. 

114-All passengers died but Nadia ((survive - survey - alive – die). 

115- Our house has not decorated (since-for-just-yet). 

116- There is a ( join- connected - link – secret) between pollution and climate change. 

117- My father ( got - had - has – caused)  me tidy my room yesterday. 

118- It is not always easy to get a mobile (sign - noise - signal – side) phone in the desert. 

119- Eman had her hair (to cut-cut-cuts-is cutting) last week. 

120- You must work hard for the exam or you (must-might –should-will) fail. 

121-Now you can have your photo (printed-to printed-printing-print) on your dress.. 

122- No one can(leak-lock-lick-lake) exams due to using tablets. 

123- Christopher Columbus ( explained - explored - existed – found) America. 



 

 

124- I will wait for you(after-before-when-until) my parents arrive. 

125- This project is (mass-massive-massiveness-mess) one in Egypt. 

126- A new school (will build - was building - is building - is being built)  now. 

127-People felt disgust when Fefi Abdo got the title of (( ideal - hopeless - horrible – ordinary) mother. 

128- Money is the (branch-root-route-leaf) of all evils. 

129- It takes many hours for the rocket to(arrive-rich-reach-go) the Space Station. 

130-The teacher said that water (boiled-had boiled-boils-is boiling) at 100 degree centigrade. 

131-Egypt (( launched - taken - kept – led) a campaign to eliminate virus C 

132- (It is said-He is said-He said-It said) to be criminal. 

133-You should only phone 123 in a/an ( emotion - emergency - ambulance – situation). 

134- Everyone saw plants (to grow-grow-is growing-growing) 

135- Mariam is (off-about-over-away) to marry. 

136-Manar was (on-over-in-at) the moon when she succeeded. 

137- Yara( let-allowed-had-get) herself be deceived by other people.   

138- We can’t play this computer game because the(control-controls-crops-crew) don’t work. 

139- When the police arrived at the bank, they realised that the money( had stolen-had been stolen) . 

140-Tell me the difference between the pros and of (cans-demerits -cons) of artificial intelligence. 

141- Either Asmaa or girls (are-is-was were) absent last week. 

142- ( Physics - Chemicals - Geography - Political Science) is the study of energy, sound, light etc. 

143-Tourits (who-whose-whom-that) stay will end, must renew it 

144- The police do not know the(reason-benefit-cause) of the accident in the street yesterday. 

145- Mariam (got - had - cleaned - got cleaned) the windows yesterday. They look nice and clean now! 

146- Bacteria are ((interrupted - informed - irrational – invisible) to be seen by naked eyes. 

147- Yesterday, we(have-have had-have to have-had to have) our roof repaired after the storm. 

148- We get the signal for our mobile phones from that tall (mast-most-mist-must)on the hill. 

149- I didn’t understand the homework so I my (had-got-was having-is having)friend to help me. 

150- I like (.( loyal - freelance - voluntary – hopeful) work to avoid bad managers. 

151- The teacher(got - caused - had – allowed)  us copy the notes from the blackboard. 

152- Manal likes her work, but the( downside - upside - benefit – pros)  is that it is hard . 

153- ( Neither - Both - Either – All) of my parents are at home today because they are at work. 

154- The rays of the sun ( eliminate - illuminate - fabricate – regulate) the statue. 

155- If water(heats-is heated-will heat-was heated), it boils. 

156- Marwa ( tied - tightened - tired – put) the cow to a tree to stop escaping. 

157- (Had-If-Were-Should) Nadia cut the tree, she would have calculated the rings. 

158-The bottom of a shoe is often made of(rubbish - rucksacks - rubber – rulers) . 

159- If I went to Australia, I ( will see - saw - would see - had seen) my cousins. 

160- We saw a( celebrity - publicity - celebration – fame) at the theatre today. She is a famous singer! 

161-Arwa ( might - might have - will have – had) bought that phone if it hadn’t been so expensive. 

162-The police ( forecast - forced - made – had)the car to stop before the thieves could drive away. 

163- I wish I(met-had met-would meet-could meet) Manar 30 years ago.  

164-A man ( put - did - let – fired) a gun to start the race. 



 

 

165- Rehab wishes she (would go-had gone-went-will go ) to the New Valley last week. 

166- It was very hot, so we sat(over - on - beneath – at) a big tree and had a rest. 

167- Shreen wishes she (is-were-had-had had)  taller . 

168-Look at that cat! It is(chasing - running - cheating – chatting) a mouse. 

169- You can go to the park( provided that - as long - supposing - in case of) you’re home on time. 

170- It was easy for them to sail up the Nile because there was a ( north - dark - solar – tight) wind. 

171- You can’t drive a car( as long as - unless - on condition that – without)  you are 18 or older. 

172- Don’t go near the fire because it is giving (out-in-up-off) a lot of  smoke  

173- We( mustn’t - needn’t - ought not to - shouldn’t) hurry. .We have a lot of time. 

174- Strange weather can( occur - place - take part – land) all over the world. 

175- I regret(to love-loving-to loving-loves) Mona she is naughty and  trouble maker. 

176- There was a( power off - power cut - cut - power station) and all the lights went off. 

177- My mother warned me(that-whether-to not to) touch the plate because it was very hot. 

178- The red team ( won - lost - defeated – beaten) the blue team 2–0. 

179-Wafaa asked Sara (that - what - which – whether) she had enjoyed the book. 

180-My sister loves chocolate, but I ( personally - person - to me - at me) prefer ice cream. 

181- The head of the school( has - was have - was got – did)  the computers checked once a year. 

182- We didn’t to go to the exhibition because there were no (available-valuable-vain) more tickets. 

183- (All - Every - Half of – Both) player in the team was given a medal. 

184- Ebtsam told me that she( plays - had played - has played - was played) basketball the day before. 

185- We must respect the ( applications - appointments - employers – applicants) of interviews.  

186- Sama said that they(can-could be-would see-had seen) all of Cairo the previous week.. 

187- A lot of tourists stay at that hotel because it has a good (reputation - repetition - representative) 

188- I asked Esraa (if-whether-that-what)she often wrote stories or not.. 

189- Fatma has a lovely voice and often sings in a(solo-choir-chair-cons) . 

190- My brother(told-ordered-begged-inquired) me if we  had gone to the station. 

191- Hassana was an (ruler-president-ambassador-personnel) of Egypt in The U.S.A. 

192- Amany asked me where(had I gone-I had gone-I have gone-did I go) the night before. 

193-My grandfather left his house to my parents in his(well-wall-wail-will) . 

194- The teacher suggested that Mona( answers-should answer-answering-will answer) this question. 

195- The factory closed and all the workers were made( redundant - employable - employed ) 

196- Sara recommended me (to eat-eating-eat-eats) the ice cream. 

197- Asmaa cannot apply (in-to-on- for) the job in the bank . 

198-Mr Haras ordered us (to start-start-starting-started) running round the park. 

199- If you have a (mark-point-qualifications-degree) from a good university, you will be very employable. 

200- The teacher told us that Russia (is-was-has been-would be)the biggest country in the world. 

201- Etc. is a/an (abbreviation - shorten - small – reduce) for et cetera. 
202- Leila says that she (was-had been-is) ready now to go to the shops. 

203- Fatma is very( unconscious - conscientious - conservative – convinced) she works hard all day. 

204- We(inquired - admitted - threatened – promised)  about the price of a room at the hotel. 

205- There was a (pour - thunder - gale) last night and many buildings were damaged by the wind. 



 

 

206- My father advised me ( go -going - to go – went) to bed early because I had a test the next day. 

207- At what time does the sun (up - down - rise – set) this evening? 

208- The manager (suggested - threatened – said) to make us stay in late if we didn’t work harder. 

209- Should I have fish or meat? I really can’t (make up - make up for - make - make out)  my mind.  

210- Plane (will take off-takes off-is going to take off-is taking off) at seven o’clock tomorrow. 

211- My grandmother has spent a lot of time reading since her (death - rewarding -retirement – birth) 

212- Hala said that it (will be-would be-is-is being) hot that day. 

213- Mohammed could not find work as a car mechanic so he is going to (rertain-train-return) as teacher. 

214- I’ve got a good ( point - idea - ideal – choice) . Why don’t we play tennis this afternoon? 

215- Walaa has ( ever-just-already-never) flown on a plane before he flew to Amman. 

216- The Arab civilization had a lot of(( individual - influential - influence – role) on the Western. 

217- We had to stand on the bus because (all-both-either-every) seats were taken. 

218- The children did not (allow-force-let- get) the wind stop their enjoyment of the picnic. 

219- My parents(had-got-gets-has) me tidy my room yesterday.. 

220-The information in this report is very old. Please can you (date -up-to-date - make up – update) it? 

221-The world Cup is a sports (feast-day- festival.-harvest) held every four years. 

222-You’ll really like this book. The story is(terrific - terrible - horrible – capable) . 

223- Mohamed (said - explained - told – admitted) me that he had had a busy morning. 

224- Khaled has an(application - application form - appointment –applicant) to see the doctor at 5 o’clock. 

225- Eman said that Cairo (was-is-had been-will be) the capital of Egypt.. 

226- The company exports its (production-producer-produce-products)  to many countries. 

227-Lunch( did not cook-will not cook-was not cooked)  until she had finished washing-up. 

228- Manal can speak very good English, but she is not (fluent-fluently-fluency). 

229-There is a (leak-leek-lock-look) in the tank of car. 

230- There was a (dust storm - drought - rain – downpour) this morning and many of the roads flooded. 

231-Raina (cooked-is cooking-was cooking-cooks) when guests arrived. 

232- The teacher blamed the two boys who were talking (throughout - without - after – along) the lesson. 

233- Mariam asked me (weather-leather-feather-whether) we went to the park. 

234- My little sister is very good at making (out-for-up for-up) stories. They are very funny! 

235- The teacher is (flexible-strict-humors-series) he does not allow jokes inside the class 

236- Success is (worthwhile - worth - while –worthless) after hard work. 

237- (On-Despite-During-While) hearing the news, he telephoned his mother to come quickly. 

238- Mrs. Dalia got her (promote-progress-promotion- punishment) as a senior teacher. 

239- We must take action to cut vehicle (mission-commission-emission-omissions) 

240-Dina (must have been-can’t be –can’t have been) at school last week. She was in Alex. 

241- Manal objected to (do-did-does-doing) this homework . 

242- If you have a headache, you should get some medicine from the(biologist-florist-chemist’s) . 

243-The teacher warned the students 9if-to –not to-what) waste time .. 

244-Our company has many(roots-stems-leaves-branches) in all cities. 

245- I wish Manar (is not-was not had not been-would not be ) angry with me last week.. 

246- Many countries celebrate new year with (fireworks-firemen-fire-extinguishers). 



 

 

247- Our (emission-mission-job-work) in life is to help the needy no more or less. 

248- The shop is giving (in-out-off-away) free tea or coffee today.  

249-Nadia is my best (follow-flaw-flew-fellow) at school. 

250- Some African countries suffer from ((storm - drought - food – harvest) so plants died. 

251- He (evaluates-involved-evolved- revolved) his style of writing. 

252- She is a graduate (in-of-from-at) Cairo University. 

253-The sign by the lake says that the water is (so-too-enough-such) dirty to drink. 

254- This insect is( mass - massive - tiny – great) . It’s smaller than a full stop! 

255- Ebtsam (may-might-could-must) have travelled to Cairo by bus, but she went by train. 

256- We must (move-remover-prove-remove) rubbish from classes. 

257- There is a lot of traffic on the roads today, so we (might-must-should-ought to) be late. 

258-Elisa has a (district-distinctive-distinction- dilation) voice. 

259- Sami is feeling ill. I think he (must-should-can-ought) to see a doctor. 

260- Some people (harden-hard-hardly-hardness) bread on the sun to feed animals.  

261-The football match was (impression -depressive-impressive-excited) we left the stadium  

262-The fire (made-did-reasoned-caused) the house to collapse. 

263- You (must-ought to-have to-should) be 17 to drive a car in England. 

264- I want to learn French, so I have(rolled-enrolled-entered-established)  on a French course. 

265- Ali(mustn’t-needn’t have-must not have) brought food. We already have a lot. 

266- Who is the(king - queen - president – prince) of the USA at the moment? 

267- You( mustn’t - needn’t - must - ought to) smoke here. It is not allowed. 

268- You study how the body works in( physics - biology - maths – geography) lesson . 

269- Karim admitted (meeting-to meet-meet-met) Manar one day 

270- All girls in our(neighbour - neighbourhood - neighbouring – neighbourly) are beautiful. 

271- Hany decided to stop(to smoke-smoking-smokes-to smoking) It is very harmful. 

272- My sister is not very( sociable - social–socially) . She doesn’t like meeting new people. 

273- Remember (to do-does-do-doing) homework tomorrow. 

274-If heart stops, death( will follow-would follow-follows-may follow) soon. 

275- Water boils at 100 degrees( percent - centigrade - centimeters – hot) . 

276- If he read instructions well, the machine (would-will-would have-may ) work well. 

277- The pollution from all those factories must be very ( useful - useless - harmless – harmful). 

278- (If –Supposing-Unless-Had) that you were rich. what would you do? 

279- The Nile’s floods used to (care-cure-occur-clear)to every year. 

280- (Should-Were-Had-If) Marwa had money .I would have married her. 

281-Hamdi El-Ghamary made a lot of (publicity - duplicity - depository) of El-Dewy on Youtube. 

282- It’s very hot today. I wish it (is-were-had been-could be) cooler. 

283- Have you ever been (sting-stung-stinging-stocked) by a bee? 

284- I left my bag on the bus. I wish I (found-had found-would find-could find) it. 

285- After the accident, four people need blood (transmission-transport-transplant-transfusion). 

286- We wish (had do-did-would do-to do) well in exams. 

287- How can scientists ( count - work - capture – calculate) the age of the tree? 



 

 

288-Heba wishes she (had studied-had not studied -would study) physics it is very difficult. 

289- The room is about three metres in (width-widen-wide-length). 

290- You can borrow this book( provided -if - as long - on condition)  as you look after it. 

291- The knife does not cut it needs to be (sharpen-sharp-sharpened-sharpness) 

292-(Without-In case of-Supposing-Unless) blood banks, Marwa would die. 

293- Turpentine is used as paint (remover-removal-remove-removers) 

294- During the wedding we saw (celebration-celebrated-a celebrity-celebrate) . 

295- Be careful with that glass vase. It is(valuable - available - visual – vocational) . 

296-(Condition - Imagine – Supposed)  that you lived by the sea, what would you do every day? 

297- We do not need that old paper bag. You can throw it (off - up- away – down). 

298- Don’t go to that restaurant (if - if not - unless - in case) you like Chinese food. 

299- If it doesn’t rain soon, there will be a (draught - flood -gale – drought) . 

300- Only open this door ( in case - in case of - if - as long as)  an emergency. 

301- Wind blows in a (north-northern-northerly-western) direction. 

302- Egypt celebrated the 40th (festival-feast-ceremony-anniversary) of October Victory. 

303- Exams are (sadness-stress-stressful-strict) for many students. 

304-Early black and white photos show people in (new - old-fashioned - modern) clothes. 

305 – The sun is at its strongest at (night -evening - morning – midday) 

306 – My (routine- red tape - customs-   traditions) is to get up and walk. 

307 – He  sent an e-mail (attacks-attachments-mails-letters). 

308 –Mohamoud Sami El-Baroudy was the (hero-pioneer-leading-leader)of classic poetry.  

309 – As well as (write-wrote-writing-writes) two books , he wrote short stories. 

310 – This shop sells goods at (limited-fix-fixed-fox) prices.  

311-It’s a month(for-since-of-to)Hind last visited her uncle. 

312-Heba works six days (in-for-a-the) week. 

313-No sooner had we heard noise (than-then-when-that) we rushed to the spot. 

314-Hot springs are called(geysers- volcanoes-earthquakes) 

315- If it rains so hard that the soil cannot (absorb-takes in-drink-soak)the water quickly . 

316-The (lunar-solar-sunny-moon) eclipse happens when the sun disappears. 

317-Cotton is an( absorb- absorbent-observant -ambivalent) material. 

318-Photosynsis is a natural (amount-process.-press-action) 

319- Experiments are used to test scientific (thoughts – processes – models – theories). 

320- My favourite (place – point – location – position) when I play football is goalkeeper. 

321- By the time we arrived home, the train (left – had left – have left – are leaving) the station. 

322-- I expect (pass – to pass – passing – to passing) my driving test when I take it next year. 

323-The weather (gracefully – grammatically - gradually – greedily) improved. 

234-Most spiders weave webs that are almost (invisible - audible – credible – impossible). 

325-Egypt developed a new weapon which (releases – pleases – freezes) toxic nerve gas. 

326-I have always regretted (meeting – to meet- – to meeting – met) bad people last year. 

327-Everyone has the right to vote if (he-she-they-you) are over 18. 



 

 

328-If you want to be a poet, you must (revolve – evolve – connive – approve) your own style . 

329-Medical treatment (varies – buries – carries – worries) greatly from state to state. 

330-Too much sun can be (respectable – harmful – unthinkable – in conflict). 

331-I get on (good-better-best-well )with all my colleagues at work, . 

332-Marwa (must – can't have – might have – must have) gone to see her uncle. I am sure 

333- Dalia (may be – might be – can't be – must be) married She is six years old. 

334- A lot of people (communicate – compete - commute – compare) to Cairo from nearby towns. 

335- My mother has a special(tool- gadget-device-instrument) for cutting vegetables. 

336- Ali is really(enthusiastic- enthusiast -enthusiasm)  about his university course.  

337-I’m going to (upload-download-load-lead) some information from the internet . 

338-This novel is not (valuable-available-availability -valid) as an e-book yet, . 

339-The best thing about a(paperback-pepper-e-book-) is that you can easily carry it . 

340- My father is a golf (enthusiastic- enthusiast -enthusiasm -enthuse). . 

341-Her brother has not shown any (enthusiastic- enthusiast -enthusiasm -enthuse).    

342- That play is very popular. You’d better check the(valuable-available-availability -valid)of tickets.  

343-We get on with all our( neighbours –neighbourly-neighbouring-neighbourhood ).  

344-Doaa is (fluent-fluently-good-better) in English . 

345-The (windiest-wind-windy) place in the world is port martin in Antarctica. 

346-The boat was damaged by(high-serious-violent- tall) waves. 

347-One of the (spokes-speaks-wires-sparks) of my back wheel was broken in the accident. 

348-Oil and water do not (mixture-mixing-mix-tax). 

349-The government has(established-establish- extinguished )many new schools recently. 

350-I will inform you as soon as I (arrives-had arrived-arrive-will arrive) home tomorrow. 

351-The reason (of-with-in-for) his disease is not knew. 

352-Radwa used a sharp tool to (curve-carve-grave) cure her name on the rock. 

353-Lots of people stood in the street to the Queen’s (procession-process-profession). 

354-The Sphinx is a (landlord-landmark-landlady-trademark) in Egypt. 

355-We (uses-are using-are used) natural gas in our cars nowadays. 

356-He might have (get-gets-got-is getting) up  early this morning. 

357-Youth should have an (effect-affect-effectiveness-effective)  role in decision making. 

358-The  battle was lost (because of-as-since-because) the bad organization of the troops. 

359-Nuclear power stations produce dangerous (waste-west-vest-waist). 

360-By 2020 eco-friendly cars (will run-will have been run-will have run) on water. 

361-He is(good-clever- fast-fluent) in English. He speaks it without stopping or making mistakes. 

362-Arwa is on a low-fat diet because she (gained-missed-won-lost) a lot of weight. 

363-he wanted to know how (would I-I would-will I- I will) feel about working in Luxor. 

364-When I have nothing to do. I feel (bored-boring.-excited-exciting) 

365-At night, bright lights always (eliminate-illuminate-illustrate)  the front of the palace. 

366-Jehad hopes (will win-to win-wining-wins) the first prize. 

367-(By-On-Before-During)  my 20th birthday I will have been at university. 

368-The boy hid behind the tree thinking he was visible though we saw his feet. 



 

 

369-Neither of the girls I know (likes-like-have liked-are liking)  music. 

370-A space(task-mission-emission)  job takes many years. 

371-Peace(knew-has known-is known- knows) to be constructive. 

372-This is boy (whose-that-who-which) dog bit me last week. 

373-Manufactures (recycle-invent-reinvent-replace) old paper and plastic.  

374-Eighty kilometres is (a long- along –long-length) way to walk. 

375-The more people want to buy something, the(cheap-cheaper- cheapest )it will be. 

376-After the criminal was arrested , he was sent to prison (in-for-at-of )life. 

377-(Are-Should-Am-Were) I to run this business, it would be success. 

378-Due to his( ability- disabled-disability-capacity) he did not take part in the race. 

379-Asmaa 9attachment-attended-intended-attached) a photo on her e-mail . 

380-Mohammed Salah (built-made-established-gave) himself as a good player when he scored a goal in the final. 

381-Girls made a (semi-same-slim-sin)-circle during playing. 

382-Press this (bottom-button-mattock-mock) to switch on your mobile. 

383-having(cooked-had cooked-been cooked-cooks), dinner was served to guests. 

384-Nadia (had-has-will-would )just seen the film before she went to bed. 

385-He died(age-aged-aging-old) 65. 

386-Our footballers have (confident-confidently-confidence) in the final match. 

387-Lamia is a graduate (in-of-from-at) Faculty of Arts. 

388-Hardly (did he-he had-had he-will he) succeeded when he got married. 

389-Life is a (texture-mixture-mix-mixing) of good and bad. 

390-(Had-If-Unless-Should) he had money. He would have married Etien Amar. 

391-(On-Despite-During-While) seeing the accident. He phoned the police. 

392-Both Raina and Girls (are-have-were-is) absent last month. 

393-She has (ever-never-just-already) gone to Alex before. 

394-It’s  a month(for-yet-just-sine) I phoned Manar. 

395-He has not seen the fil (for-since-yet- because of) his illness. 

396-it is (hour-honorable-owner-honour) to know a girl like Manar. 

397-Manal traded (in-of-by-with) Marwa in drugs. 

398-I do not mind (help-to help-helping-help) the poor. 

399-Islam (will not eat-did not eat-does not eat-has not eat) lunch till he does his homework.  

400-If only Hind (had gone-has gone-went-would go ) to Cairo next week.  

4011 -Millions of people watched the(start-launch-set off-beginning) rocket on TV.                                         

402 -The medicine I’m taking is wonderful. It has no side(results-effects-damage-problems). 

403 -My brother and I are not twins, but we are very (alike-same-like-correct). 

404 -Coal and oil are two kinds of fossil(petrol-gas-energy-fuels) . 

405 -Electricity is produced in a/an(bus-railway-power-energy) station. 

406- I expect I (am going to see-will see-am seeing-see )  you at the weekend. 

407- The film (starts-will start-started-is going to start ) at 7.30 this evening. 

408 –How (many-much long-deep) times have you seen that film? 

409- The distance from here to Cairo (are-has been-is-is being )two kilometres. 
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410 -In some places, wood (burnt-burns-burnt-is burnt )to heat people’s homes. 

411- When I was at school I won a poetry writing (race-article-competition).                      

412- She sent me the report as an e-mail (attachment-letter-picture-article). 

413 -The little girl does not want to sing because she is(shy-innocent-secret-spay) . 

414- My favourite musical(player-instrument-tool-equipment) is the piano. 

415- The cover of my book is made of (glass-rubber-cardboard-wood). 

416- We arrived half an hour late. The film (began-was beginning-had begun-has begun)half an hour earlier. 

417- Agatha Christie’s books(have been translated- were translated-  translated)   into more than 40 languages. 

418 -The Romans (have captured-were captured-captured-had captured) Petra nearly two thousand years ago. 

419- Your train leaves in ten minutes. If you hurry, you (catch- will catch- would catch- are catching) it. 

420-The moon has less (power-energy-gravity-) than the earth so we can jump much higher. 

421 - (Will-Did-Can-Would) he understand the lesson if he read the summary? 

422 -Esraa (used to-using to- is used to-uses to) travelling by sea. 

423-This nice story ,(is written-writes-was written-wrote)by Taha Hussein was turned into a film. 

434- Haqqi graduated in law and worked as a (lawyer-diplomat-sailor-journalist) 

425- It is a month (for-since-of-to) Hagar last visited her uncle. 

426-The (branch-roots-bark-rings) are the parts of the tree that grow underground. 

247 - Ahmed will catch the train (If-In case of – unless-in spite of) coming in time. 

428 - The cover of the book is made of (rubber-glass-wood-cardboard) 

429-Shyeama asked me (if I came-if did I come-would I come-)all the way on foot. 

430 - (Grass-Cliff-Illuminate –Carve) makes light shine on something. 

431-They left an hour ago, so they (must have-can't have-have) arrived by now, it is not far. 

432-Lightning and thunder are  natural (view-response-phenomena-phenomenon) 

433- It is hard to walk in space because there is no (gravity-waiting-spin-air) 

434-Shery (leave-can't have left-must have left- can't leave)the flat she is on bed. 

435 - (If –Unless-when –As) you work harder , you will fail. 

436- My sister (has been-is –has gone - is being)to university, she is not here. 

437-Yomna asked me whether(I had been-I had went- I go – had I been)there before. 

438- The car stopped because there was a (tap-launch-fuel-leak) in the petrol tank. 

439 - The school (pays-takes-provides-afford)students with tablets for free. 

440-That tower is one of the town's most famous (marks-landmarks-products-events) 

441-My father is very (ambitious- sociable-optimistic) He loves meeting new people. 

442 - The hard outside part of a tree is called the (root-bark-ring-leave) 

443 - Nearly two million (commuters-pilots-rescuers)travel to and from Cairo every day. 

445- Electrical storms are a common (occurrence-occur- occurred)in our city. 

446 - I get headache if I (had read-read-will read- would read)for a long time. 

447 - I expect I (am seeing-will see-am going to see-see)you at the week end. 

448 -The car stopped because there was a (peak - peek - leak – lake)in the petrol tank. 

449 - The piano is our favourite musical (tool - instrument - equipment – device) 

450-The police think he did it. He is the main ( suspect - pioneer - publisher – agent) 

451 - At her first school, she ( had - must - could – has)to wear a blue uniform. 



 

 

452- Ayah does not need to wear glasses, her (tongue - sigh - sight - site) is good. 

453 - I'm sure (you see - you're seeing - you'll see - you're going to see)them again soon. 

454 - A/An (stupid - mature - elderly – genius) student is over 25. 

455 -The (fireworks - landmarks - folks – cures)lit up the sky of Egypt. 

456-(As well as-Despite-Because of-Due to ) her beauty, Asmaa  is very polite. 

457-The novel,(was written-writing-written-write) by Rehab was made into a film. 

458 –Hardly (had she-did she-has she- she had) arrived when the light went out. 

459 -I am sorry I didn't (see-recognize- realize) you. You look completely different. 

460 - Experiments are used to test scientific (thoughts-processes-models-theories). 

461 - We are (enjoying-remembering-celebrating-developing) victory. 

462 - My favourite (place-point-location -position) when I play football is goalkeeper. 

463- I wish I (know-have known-knew-was knowing) what I was doing at the weekend. 

464–I expect (pass-to pass-passing-to passing) my driving test when I take it next year. 

465–Ayah  practises (to play-to be played-to have played-playing)the guitar everyday. 

466– I regretted (criticize – to criticize – criticizing – to criticizing) her in public. 

467–I don't fancy (watch-watched-watches-watching) that film. 

468–Sham.El-Nessim is a day (in which-which-who-whose) marks the beginning of spring. 

469–Asmaa spent her time (to encourage- encouraging- encouraged- encourages) other girls. 

470 - I went to England (for-since-ago-last) a month last summer. 

471-Sarah is very (conscientious - sociable – ambitious) She works hard  and never wastes her time. 

472–I am not (ideal-fluent-mature-good) for this job.I am not qualified. 

473-There are 25(employers- employees- applicants- merchants) in the supermarkets. 

474 –We( have to-must-needn’t-should) have a valid visa if you are in a foreign country.  

475-The Open University  provides degrees through (distant-long-right-distance)learning. 

476- They’ve discovered a/an( effective - useless - real – cruel)new treatment for flu. 

477 -There was great( procession excitement – attachment)during the funeral of President . 

478- I have ( received -done - downloaded – written)a nice film onto my computer. 

479 –My mother had a (gadget-module-book-e-book) to squeeze oranges. 

480 -Raghada is really (interested - active -enthusiastic - keen) on all kinds of sport. 

481-Water(passed-passes-passing-is passed)from Dams is used to generate electricity. 

 

 

 

 




